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Medical imaging has been transformed over the past 30 years by the advent of computerized tomography (CT), magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), and various advances in x-ray and ultrasonic techniques. An enabling force behind this progress has been the (so far) exponentially increasing power of computers, which has made it practical to explore fundamentally new approaches. In particular, what our group terms "model-based" modalities-which produce tissue property images from data using nonlinear, iterative numerical modeling techniques-have become increasingly feasible.

Alternative Breast Imaging: Four Model-Based Approaches explores our research on four such modalities, particularly with regard to imaging of the breast: (1) MR elastography (MRE), (2) electrical impedance spectroscopy (EIS), (3) microwave imaging spectroscopy (MIS), and (4) near infrared spectroscopic imaging (NIS). Chapter 1 introduces the present state of breast imaging and discusses how our alternative modalities can contribute to the field. Chapter 2 looks at the computational common ground shared by all four modalities. Chapters 2 through 10 are devoted to the four modalities, with each modality being discussed first in a theory chapter and then in an implementation-and-results chapter. The eleventh and final chapter discusses statistical methods for image analysis in the context of these four alternative imaging modalities.

Imaging for the detection of breast cancer is a particularly interesting and relevant application of the four imaging modalities discussed in this book. Breast cancer is an extremely common health problem for women; the National Cancer Institute estimates that one in eight US women will develop breast cancer at least once in her lifetime. Yet the efficacy of the standard (and notoriously uncomfortable) early-detection test, the x-ray mammogram, has been disputed of late, especially for younger women. Conditions are thus ripe for the development of affordable techniques that replace or complement mammography. The breast is both anatomically accessible and small enough that the computing power required to model it, is affordable.
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Managing Information Security Risks: The OCTAVE ApproachAddison Wesley, 2002
Information security requires far more than the latest tool or  technology. Organizations must understand exactly what they are trying to  protect--and why--before selecting specific solutions. Security issues are  complex and often are rooted in organizational and business concerns. A careful  evaluation of security needs and...
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The Go Programming Language Phrasebook (Developer's Library)Addison Wesley, 2012

	The Go Programming Language Phrasebook 


	Essential Go code and idioms for all facets of the development process 


	 


	This guide gives you the code “phrases” you need to quickly and...
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Sacred Places Around the World: 108 Destinations (Sacred Places: 108 Destinations series)CCC Publishing, 2004

	Human civilization in the 21st century can be defined by diversity and duality. One-fifth of the world’s population is Chinese, another fifth Muslim. A hundred million of us are homeless children living in extreme poverty. More than two percent of the human population is mentally retarded. There are over 10,000 spoken languages. Yet, a...
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Service Magic: The Art of Amazing Your CustomersKaplan Business, 2003
 Service Magic is not about creating illusions. It is a powerful book that applies the art and skill of stage magic to the creation of a service experience that seems magical. What does that look like? When the service you receive leaves you with a smile on your face and a story to tell, you have just...
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Electrical Power Equipment Maintenance and Testing, Second Edition (Power Engineering)CRC Press, 2008
Paul Gill’s original book, Electrical Equipment Testing and Maintenance (1982), and the fi rst edition, Electrical Power Equipment Maintenance and Testing published in 1997, were the fi rst two books that addressed the practical aspects of electrical testing and maintenance of power system equipment and apparatus. Both books presented testing...
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Using JMP 12SAS Institute, 2015

	Using JMP 12 shows you how to perform common tasks such as importing data, setting column properties, exporting analyses as graphics or HTML, and modifying JMP preferences. Details about connecting to SAS and working in the Formula Editor are also provided.
...
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